


Commodores Comments.
We are at the end of an interesting season, with many boats being laid up and others starting the Frostbite 
Series.
Club members have sailed to the Mediterranean, Atlantic, Northern France and the Isles of Scilly, enjoying a 
summer which didn’t seem to start until the end of July, but then stayed dry and sunny until well into Octo-
ber.
After agreeing a rent increase with our landlady, she has provided a new roof which I am sure you will all 
agree is a big improvement both inside and out. This on top of the earlier work on the slipway must be good 
for the club, although it will be necessary for club fees to rise. The work on the roof did cause some disrup-
tion and working parties will be needed to put everything back and clear up for winter.
On the negative side, the dinghy racing fleet has declined with some races being cancelled altogether be-
cause of lack of competitors. Alan Seward has prepared a form asking you what kind of dinghy events you 
want. Please do fill them in. Dinghy sailing used to be the backbone of the club and is certainly the way 
youngsters start in the sport. So let’s not lose the facility because of lack of support. 
MIKE BENSON.  Commodore.

CRUISING NOTES 2002
In spite of the miserable early summer, the weather has generally been kind to us’ and we have had a good 
series of club cruises this season. We kicked off with a May Day bank holiday sail to Salcombe. After a beat 
down on Sat., Sun. saw four WQ boats anchored off Portlemouth beach. On Monday we had a fine reach 
home but I remember it being very cold.

With the Jubilee Holiday this year we had the opportunity to go a bit further and Dick organised a cruise to 
Falmouth. The Saturday was [as it turned out] about the only really nice day in June and we had a superb 
sail down to St. Mawes in a NE 4-5. On Sun. we sailed over to the Helford where we rafted up for a cream 
tea followed by a BBQ on Durgan beach. Mon. started wet but a NW 4-5 gave us another cracking sail with 
Pas de Deux creaming past at 12 knots! Altogether a very enjoyable weekend and it was nice to see a Car-
green boat in addition to the four from WQ.

The cruising contribution to the Regatta was the pursuit from Barn Pool won by White Space with her new 
chute. Barn Pool was also the venue for the BBQ, moved from Cellar Bay due to wind direction - again we 
were lucky with the rain holding off until after dark.

In August many boats were away on their summer cruises but 2 or 3 got together in Fowey to enjoy the fire-
works, and thanks to Dick 5 met up in Dandy Hole in early September.

For the end of season cruise the weather really came up trumps with 2 lovely sunny autumn days and the 
crews from nine WQ boats gathered in the Yealm YC for a meal on Sat. evening - a fine end to the season.

My thanks to Dick and the rest of the cruising sub committee, to all those who joined in the cruises, and to 
Hugh whose work as previous cruising sec. means that the cruises almost run themselves.   Bruce Horner.

Attention all those of you who have a dinghy, 
We need to get some good club activities going for next year; this does not have to be racing if that is not 
what you want to do.
 What I need to know is what it is and when you would like to see it happen, and we will see what we 
can organise for next season. It may be you would like to do more cruising, perhaps with some simple b,b,q 
say an evening sail upriver with a b,b,q somewhere followed by a sail back, possibly supported with a cruis-
er. Perhaps it is some more racing you would like to see but are a little bored with 1 hour of going round the 
cans and would like something more interesting.
 One thing we will do is get some training going for next year. I would like to take this opportunity to 
apologise for the lack of training for this year due to varying circumstances.1



Do you want to see more w/e racing?

Do you want to see more weekday racing?

Do you want to have more cruising?

Can you help with training?

Are you safety boat trained?

Do you want more safety boat training?

Are you OOD trained?

Would you like to be OOD trained?

 Could we ask you to take a few minutes to fill in the following so we can find out what you would 
like to see organised for next year, if you do not give us any ideas what you want we cannot organise it,
This does not cover all options or ideas for thing we can do next year so please tell us what you want to see 
in next years program, it is your club so we would like to give you what you want.
This year’s regatta turned out to be a fun day for all that attended, but there must be more we can do for 
this day, any suggestions please, perhaps we should do this event more often through the year.
We would also like to organise the camping and sailing at Roadford next year, as a start to any training 
program or just as a fun start to the year.
 Return Form to:- Allan Seward, 21 Chapel Close, St Ann’s Chapel, Pl18 3JP

Editorial
This is hopefully my last editorial after I don’t know how many years. The job of setting the newsletter is 
not that onerous BUT the job of printing and compiling and posting it, is a three day nightmare. So, if you 
want to be a useful member of the Club and have time to spare please offer your services to Joe Gilling 
who has kindly agreed to take on the Editorship after this issue. (01822 841473)  joegilling@aol.com

Next I am disappointed with the contributions to this magazine which I would have thought might have 
been greater. How about a “Letters” page, and all that gear that is cluttering up your garage or loft to be 
advertised in a “For Sale Page”.

Yes I know that the Magazine arrives when you were just thinking about it but…….
We have a Web site and you could advertise there send you requests to Hugh Williams (01822 840836).

After a pretty lousy spring and something like 14 weeks of grey rainy days and some strong winds we have 
had nearly 12 weeks of beautiful weather just as the main season is coming to an end. So I hope that you 
all have managed to get some good sailing in. The Club has been extremely lucky that it did not rain at all 
while the roof was being done. It now looks very smart. To that end I hope you all managed to stow your 
dinghy or tender satisfactorily. I am recommending to the committee that next year if you want a space 
you bid for it with your renewal other wise you will be allocated it. This will mean that you should get 
your subs in a-s-a-p to have the space you want. Some of us have had the same space for many years and 
would like to keep it.
The committee are looking into tender parking as at present more than half the spaces in the outer park are 
taken up with tenders. This is OK if we don’t have the dinghies but they should have priority over
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 the cruiser members as we wish to encourage dinghy use and racing in particular.

Various committee members have tried to find out what you want from the Club? The response is usu-
ally appalling, so please do write/phone/e-mail committee members and let them know what you think. 
Good points and bad will be discussed but I have to say that we usually only hear from you when there 
is a problem. How about some positive thinking! You can always place a motion for discussion with the 
committee.  
Money is high on the discussion lists at the moment and cutting down on admin would go along way to 
reduce costs. For example I have just discovered that I can convert a word file to an Adobe Acrobat file. 
Would this help with distribution of the magazine as often people have ‘Adobe Acrobat Reader’ as a 
freebie with other programs. Then you could see the pictures in colour rather than rather poor black & 
white reproductions. We could probably send a ‘lite’ version of the ‘Reader’ with the e-mail. But again, 
unless you tell us we don’t know.

ARE THESE SAILS YOURS?! Mirrors: 26316, 52233, 40325 and Graduate 1384. Please remove 
as soon as possible!!!!  If not then they might get burnt!

New Book by Local Author and Club Member
Tavistock based Designer and Illustrator (and WQSC club member) Ian Heard, has written and illustrated a 
new book “Classic Boats of the West Country” for Bossiney Books. The 48 page full colour book will be 
published at the end of October.  Ian spent the early part of this year interviewing owners and producing 
around 25 water-colours of some wonderful boats, all of which have a special place in our maritime histo-
ry.  Many of them are based locally.  The lugger Andorra is a classic example of her working type and she 
can be found among the pages that include Shamrock; Garlandstone; Lynher; Bessie Ellen; Plymouth 
Hooker, Elizabeth Mary and the Falmouth Working Boats.

Ian’s illustration featured in Yachting Monthly for many years and he has designed books for nautical pub-
lisher Adlard Coles.  However, it is his abiding interest in traditional working craft that led to discussions 
with his publisher.  The resulting book takes an informal, sketchbook look at the subject.  Ian says, 
“Hopefully this book will stimulate a little extra interest in these old boats and encourages the reader to 
look again at those lofty gaffers who once worked the seas around the west country and beyond”.

The book is out in time for Christmas and is available from local bookshops.  A number of limited editions 
of some paintings are also available.  Ian and Bossiney Books are currently working on another project and 
there’s enough material for another boat book for next year!

FOR SALE
Ian Kilpatrick has 2 mooring buoys (60cm) @£60ea

  A Chart plotter for £200. (No charts. They are about £120 ea)
  A Small Avon dinghy very old but works. + outboard bracket. £150
  A 2hp Mariner engine noisy but works. £150
  A wire SS lifebuoy holder. £10.   (Tel 01822 612229)  

FOR SALE - LE CAPITOU 
- Pegasus 800 26ft fast cruising yacht many 
improvements over last few years. Re upholstered, new standing and running 
rigging 1997, 7.5hp diesel Volvo saildrive, updated electronics, GPS, Log, 
e/sounder etc. £12,950 ono contact DICK BROWN 01822-614161 OR  EMAIL 
dicktavybrown@hotmail.com
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GREECE: the full story   
2002 sailing season        by Pat Lean 

Greece, alleyway to the Corinth Canal and 100 deg. Swelteringly hot, somebody send over some rain.
We did, eventually, survive Nettuno, our winter base, but not without 4 broken lines and the stainless bol-
lard ripped out of the deck:  of course, we could see it coming;  the constant surging and jerking induced 

metal fatigue in the weld and it gave in - that explains the 
shock absorbers most people used, being akin to those on a 
Jumbo. So, glad to see the back of it, we didn't even turn 
round when the oil pressure plummetted just 10 mins out on 
our day of release.  Luckily the 5 knots of wind were usea-
ble and we unrolled the new main and ghosted along whilst 
Dudley tried to clean up the gallons of new oil spurting out 
of the oil cooler:  Pampers were obviously made for such a 
job.  We put up for a few days in Ponza, beautiful island just 
a couple of hours south, to adjust to our new found freedom, 
and then on to Ventotene, great new harbour and pretty gen-
tile town.  We left in what turned out to be a Force 7, very 
very rough seas but luckily from behind and such a thunder-
storm only the autopilot could see through it.  There fol-

lowed a succession of failures, despite meticulous maintenance during the winter:  the gearbox oil cooler 
also leaked in high seas and heavy swell - just the weather to keep popping down into the engine bay and 
pouring the stuff back in, so we were very pleased to reach the safety of Gioia Taura, a 4km long container 
port on Italy's west coast, the biggest in the Med, with a tiny fishing harbour in the corner that provided ex-
cellent shelter.  Luckily the largest boat was staying out and we were waved to its spot with its pickup buoy 
only to find it needed 4 of our mooring ropes to extend its reach and allow us back to the quay where 14 
willing pairs of hands + 2 Customs officers applauded our efforts.  A happy arrival marred only when our 
neighbouring fisherman (5 ft tall and size 5 feet) tramped over our solar panels to inspect our electrics, then 
as a parting gift gave us 4 duff oranges and a bottle of his home-made very nouveaux red.  The first really 
friendly Italians we had encountered.  
Onwards through the Messina Straits with its threat of whirlpools, drastic currents and varying heights of 
tides.  . We had intended to stop overnight after a long haul in Saline Joniche just around the toe, but noted 
on approach the 4 bulldozers and 4m high sand bank in the 8m deep entrance channel, and a dinghy being 
pulled over the top by hopeful local fishermen.  The masts beyond this blockade were a bit of a puzzle, but 
we heard later the problem is only in the entrance, not right inside.  So on we went until eventually hitting 
Greece at Corfu.
Having hauled out in a yard just north of the town it was noted we were about one ton heavier with a 1" 
coating of what appeared to be badly applied artex (never a favourite decorative finish) courtesy of a winter 
in Nettuno, the final farewell and not designed to enhance sailing performance. We came out on a cradle 
travelling on railway lines: the cradle was wound closed around us and we were dragged jerkingly out, a bit 
nervewracking after our experiences at WQBY (when the one-sided trolley collapsed under us and the rail-
way sleepers broke under the weight) but it turned out to be an excellent way of reaching parts a cradle does 
not allow you to reach when anti-fouling.. 
Corfu is a dream, despite preconceived notions about mass tourism.  Admittedly this was early in the season, 
but visually, it is green and lush, tiny discrete anchorages and wonderful shopping opportunities in the main 
town, friendly locals with good humour and extreme helpfulness.  Apparently a Greek never admits a job is 
beyond him, whether he can do it or not, but we did get the aluminium casting on the oil cooler welded and 
machined for a good price.  
Sailing around the Ionian is excellent, numerous anchorages, short hops and many many harbours. These 
islands and their local offshoots could have fallen straight off the Hebrides:  apart from the sun, the granite, 
ruggedness, depths and greenery are just about the same.  The harbours are pretty to the point of cuteness, 
and the restaurants nudging each other off the quay are all very colourful, which makes up for the monotony 
of the menus.  Colourful, bustling and gay, but going into any harbour involves squeezing between boats 
jammed around the quays and avoiding snagging anchors and belting the stonework, so we still prefer an- 4



choring off or occasionally the stern to rocks just outside. The charter boats and tripper craft think nothing of 
belting all and sundry in their path.  Of course that applies to only one or two, but once hit, twice wary.  The 
islands break up any potential rough seas, but with their high peaks the gusts can be very violent, particu-
larly around Cephalonia.  But almost all are lush and user friendly, apart from the imposition of the cruising 
tax, around £70 worth per boat, but only collected if you go into a harbour with Port Police.
We intended to trip south around the coast and investigate the Peloponesse, but head winds and the attrac-
tions of Navpaktos induced us into the Gulf of Korinth, where having bashed into a very rough sea, most of 

which poured down the bedroom hatch which 
we hadn't bothered to secure, as one does, be-
cause it had started out such a fine calm day.  
Once there, the wind changed and much averse 
to another beat, we carried on further in and we 
couldn't get out again, so ended going through 
the Korinth Canal - and as impressive a trip as it 
is reported to be, although the high walls are in 
very poor shape.  It is now managed by a 
French company who are also building a bridge 
at the Korinth end, and who will  be repairing 
and maintaining the banks.  Unfortunately they 
are also efficient enough to make the correct 
high charges for the passage.  
With a view to the ever-rising temperatures giv-
ing us very little useable time during the day - 
the heat starts at 9am through to 6pm - and the 

sheer scale of the visiting programme - Aegean, Cyclades, Dodecanese, Sporades, all of which we had 
hoped to do this year, time was pressing. The east side of the Peloponesse are dramatic and craggy with iso-
lated villages set into the fertile valleys: gusty though.  Working south along the coast, there are wonderful 
towns to visit, Nafplio with Venetian citadels and a charming old town and good harbour, if it wasn't so oily, 
Monamvasia a very impressive walled Byzantine town on an island attached by a causeway, the islands of 
Spetsai and Hydra - touristy but so gorgeous, and good anchorages on the mainland offering protection from 
the dreaded meltemi, a north wind which is supposed only to blow once a week in July and August, but 
which, this year, blew far more often until October.  Porto Heli and Poros are particularly good, being vast 
bags of sticky mud, shallow and surrounded by low ground.  Poros itself is a beautiful old town set on an 
island and climbing up to a church, very picturesque and just opposite a town with excellent shopping.
Although widely spread, the Cyclades are fairly similar, bleak, barren, craggy and not particularly attractive.  
The mass tourist trade over decades has swamped most of the islands and left them with little of the original 
Greek traditions that was their early attractions.  Many of the villages are still quaint white pillbox houses 
and colourful woodwork, but so are the new ones being built, and in between the land is very dull indeed.  
But we dutifully did most of them.  This area has long fetch-
es, the meltemi blowing over hundreds of miles of sea and 
diverse currents swirling around the islands all creating 
dreadful contrary steep seas very quickly.
Greece has the most complicated weather patterns of the 
whole world, with about 15 different weather zones and con-
dition variations, all given out by Olympia Radio, twice a 
day, in English, if you can understand the areas and accent. 
One of the most impressive island, although also the bleakest 
from the sea, is Santorini, originally one island that had it's 
centre blown out by a volcanic eruption and is now an outer 
ring with a couple of central islands, staggeringly high cliffs 
and 2 very picturesque towns overhanging the peaks, houses 
and churches tottering over each other for views of the sea.  Most of the main town had been rebuilt since an 
earthquake about 50 years ago, but you wouldn't know it, and the alleyways are very quaint despite being 
swamped by thousands of tourists.  Although previously an island with very fertile soil and prized wines, 
climate change has reduced the rainfall drastically and caused soil loss, and now agriculture is virtually 5



dead.  Water shortage is a major problem on most islands, although oddly a few do have good natural sourc-
es.  Many have tankers constantly ferrying it in.
The Dodecanesse are marginally more attractive and slightly greener.  We ended on Leros, an island north 
of Kos where we found we 2 good boatyards, one very professionally run and with a better travel lift than 
the other, both good quality hardstanding.  The island itself has a good local economy based on health facil-
ities and the Greek naval base.  There are numerous mental health units around, EEC funded, making the 
island quite prosperous, judging by the many 
flash cars around, hardly necessary in an island 
only 10 miles long.  It was taken over by Musso-
lini in the 30's as a military base, and gained a 
new town, hospitals, schools and military build-
ings all in Art Deco style.  The town is very 
quiet until the evening shopping forays, and 
feels like a deserted film set.  Many buildings 
are derelict, some in very poor condition, but a 
unique gem of architecture. Two supermarkets 
too!
You will be getting the impression that we are 
shopaholics, but even basic shopping can be a 
challenge.  In one village we were unable to buy 
any goods by the kilo due to an electricity fail-
ure affecting the electronic scales.  The meat is 
usually kept in freezers and brought out on de-
mand.  Being presented with half a cow and asked which bit you want is very intimidating, and the only 
way to shop is ask what they have, not tell them what you want.  Range and cut is limited.  Much food de-
pends on ferry deliveries, so vegetables get very ropey before the next boat arrives.  One island had no 
bread for 5 days when the ferry could not run:  F8 and over continuously.  The 'supermarket' was bare ex-
cept for bottled mushrooms, firelighters and frozen pizza.  Strangely enough, UHT milk is extremely expen-
sive, but that imported from France and Holland is cheaper than Greek.
The food menu has very little regional variation, and most restaurants use the same preprinted menus from 
the Ionian right across to the Dodecanesse.  Quality of course varies but imagination does not.
We are very satisfied with our chosen winter home, despite arriving to be hauled out in a F7 and having to 
reverse into the dock.  We did have the Harbour Master from Waterford, whom we met on his home terri-
tory in 1995, waiting to take our lines.  The facilities are good, well stocked chandlers and very helpful 
staff, WASHING MACHINES but saline water supply.  Rather strangely, having had no rain for 18 
months, and very low rainfall previously, they are building an EEC financed reservoir adjoining the air 
strip, but regularly run out of money.  Why not a desalination plant?  The air strip doubles as goat grazing 

land and army parade ground and is adjacent to the 
boatyard:  good entertainment value. 
The boat fared well this year, despite the ominous 
start.  The engine had been serviced and run over 
the winter, so the problem with the oil coolers 
must have arisen from the acids in the oil settling 
and the full pressure of engine running under load.  
Dudley bought himself a roller reefing main sail 
and kit whilst in the Marina, Italian made and 
pretty much half the price of other makes.  It has 
no fairing and is basically a Genoa system tacked 
on the back of the mast around its own stay.  It 
was the first off the production line and there are 
faults:  the reefing drum is too small for the size of 
line, any wind at an angle to the boat causes the 
furled sail and kit to wang around, and the stain-

less steel is poor quality. The sail has short vertical battens at the top edge which allow a fuller roach, larger 
sail and very good shape, and do not affect its rolling ability. The sail is cut well but the manufacture and 6



finishing is not a patch on Wilkinsons: good NZ cloth but a rough 
cut corner, great difficulty in reminding them we were paying for 
sacrificial strip (now fraying), foam luff ("not possible"), tell tales 
(glued to the leech and coming adrift) and a non-existant clew 
block offset against repairs to the Genoa.  I wouldn't recommend 
Italian workmanship. Now we have the  system sussed, it does 
need to go into wind to roll in and out easily, otherwise the sail 
rubs on the crosstrees.  But it works and sets beautifully and we 
balance the boat and adjust the sails more often than before.  
You will note that I deliberately stated Dudley opted for this sys-
tem:  it was his Christmas present and his decision, so now its his 
responsibility and when it starts wanging, which could be in the 
middle of the night, then it is his job to whip it to the mast to stop 
the noise vibration and abuse. The effect on any stainless of the 
increasing saltiness of the atmosphere is a concern:  keeping it all 
rinsed off and polished has to be a daily chore.
Having spent 3 weeks winterising the boat - strangely enough, it 
rained extremely heavily and very lengthily - so we could wash the 
sails in freshish water - we took the overnight ferry to Athens and 

spent 4 days sightseeing and browsing the museums.  The general impression is that we will be ready for 
the Olympics before Athens is.
Comments on our year with the benefit of hindsight:  
-      we have had better sailing and more constant winds than anywhere else in the Med.  Admittedly, we 
played           with the sails more now we do not even have to move from the cockpit.  It is a pain having to 
put the magazine  down, though
- we should have spent more time in the Ionian Is-

lands
- we should have come home for July and August:  

the heat prevented  any daytime activity and se-
verely reduced comfort levels

- we should have travelled south around the outside, 
not through the Canal

- a foray into the interior was very tempting but diffi-
cult to fit in.  Harbours are crowded with local boats 
and not the place to leave a boat unattended

Next year we are planning to go back to Athens, take a 
train to Istanbul, stopping off en route, travelling over-
land down south of Turkey and across to Kos and 
thence Leros before the big splash and onward via 
Rhodes to Turkey.  Turkey has been very highly rated by all:  people friendlier and more hospitable, better 
food, more exciting menus, greener, and if lucky, less tourists, but the 21st century is spreading rapidly, 
coastal tourist development and bland hotels, so is it already too late?     
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The Voyage of the Rockbird
By Joe Gilling

This summer I finally got to realise a 20 year old ambition to do a Channel crossing and sail to Brittany. This hankering fol-
lowed on from sailing for many years in Chesapeake Bay on the East Coast of America and L. Ontario in Canada. I planned to 
do the trip over 4 weeks in late June/July when hopefully summer would at last be with us. Three crews were lined up with 
changes planned for Roscoff and Jersey giving each crew about a week of sailing and allowing me four days of R&R in Jersey 
between crews 2 and 3.

Ken and Ann, two friends from Bere Ferrers joined me as Crew One and we had a magnificent overnight crossing to 
l’Aberwr’ach with Force 4 winds and a full moon. There was little ship traffic so I didn’t have much need for my newly in-
stalled radar. Still it was a good opportunity to prove to myself that it really could track the shipping.

After l’Aberwr’ach, we shot the Chenal du Four at full ebb and were impressed by the 9 kts speed over the bottom. We were 
definitely off to a flying start as the weather and winds were fair. By the end of the day we had made Morgat with a plan to go 
down the coast as far as Concarneau, fully expecting that the continuing fine weather would see us back in Roscoff for the 
scheduled crew change with some time to spare.

Morgat to Benodet (the planned next stop) was a relatively uneventful 14 hour passage until we got to Ile de Glennan where the 
combined fatigue and oft made mistake of following another boat landed us in Loctudy instead of Benodet. There were lots of 
boats in the marina but few other people and no fee collector so after a free night in a berth we set off for breakfast in Benodet. 
By noon Benodet had lost its charm so on to Concarneau with a following light wind that gave the chance to try the cruising 
chute/gennaker for the first time. 

Unfortunately the weather turned rainy and foggy during our layover in Concarneau but we did get one fair day to explore the 
town and join the tourist throngs in the walled fortress adjacent to the harbour. Despite rather poor weather on our departure, 
we couldn’t linger given the long passage back to Roscoff so we set Guilvinec as our destination that day. Good thing we did 
as the next morning in Guilvinec the wind was blowing NW 5 with gusts to 6. The boat slammed and banged so much that af-
ter one hour we gave up and headed back to the snug harbour.

Several of the pilot books we had on board said that facilities for yotties were limited in Guilvinec because of the large fishing 
fleet. Au contraire as we learned. We found the town most enjoyable and the townspeople very friendly and helpful. Because 
of the enforced layover, I had forgotten to run the engine to recharge batteries that had been run down by the refrigerator. We 
planned to leave at 22:30 hrs in order to make the Raz de Seine and Chenal du Four on one tide; but at 20:00 hrs I discovered 
that the engine would not start. I then headed to the local café to see what help I could get. Most of the habitués were doubtful 
that I could find anyone to give me a jumpstart; however, one young lady called her dad and we were rescued.

All seemed well as we headed out for the long haul of motor sailing up the coast but by 04:00 hrs the smell of acid and sound 
of bubbling batteries were very evident. Apparently the total discharge of the batteries had shorted out several cells which led 
the not-so-smart alternator regulator to pump excessive current into the batteries which in turn caused gassing and overheating 
of the electrolyte. The battery cases were almost too hot to touch. I couldn’t stop the engine because we were needed to motor 
sail to keep our course tight to the wind; I couldn’t disconnect the batteries as this would damage the alternator. I topped up the 
batteries with about a litre of water to try to cool them as well as to provide more electrolyte to soak up the charge. Cutting the 
power to the regulator hadn’t stopped the charging as I still had 16 volts going to the batteries. Anxiety increased as we got into 
the Chenal du Four and the thought crossed my mind that the batteries could suffer a Chernobyl-type meltdown

Mobile phones are a wonderful invention! In the middle of the Chenal I found I could call the suppliers of the alternator regula-
tor in Southampton for a bit of advice. Solution? Cut the field wire on the alternator and stop it from charging. (That should 
have already happened when I cut the power supply to the regulator.) Eureka! As it turned out, both the batteries and alternator 
regulator were fried and definitely defunct as I realised when we got back to l’Aberwr’ach where again the townsfolk were 
very helpful in supplying two new batteries by 10:00 hrs next morning. The lack of a regulator was overcome by wiring several 
switches and light bulbs in place of the regulator to control the field current. This required close watch on the volt meter to 
avoid overcharging but it did allow us to keep sailing and run the refrigerator as well. We reached Roscoff without further inci-
dent and enjoyed a gentle run all the way from l’Aberwr’ach.

Crew change at Roscoff gave me time to clean up the boat and do some shopping. Also got to enjoy some fine Irish music from 
the Dublin registered boat anchored nearby. Crew Number Two was made up of wife Melody, son Christopher and our two 
friends Liz (a writer and poet) and Tony (a medical doctor). Crew Two arrived at 22:00 hrs but Melody, Chris and Liz were all 
feeling poorly and didn’t feel much better by morning when we set out for Morlaix. Despite a migraine headache and seasick-
ness, Liz was quietly keeping a log of the journey in the form of a rap poem. The trip from Roscoff to Jersey is thus summa-
rised in Rockbird Rap
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. Rockbird Rap    Captain’s Comments

Hey, brothers and sisters  have you heard
The ballad of the trusty  Rockbird?

Crew Two arriving  all green and white
In Brittany    at dead of night.

Bearing migraine   and chesty cough
And filthy virus   to Port Roscoff.

Next morning   they were on their way
Chugging up river  to old Morlaix.

Where Tony continued  dispensing pills
For constipation   and other ills

And everyone roamed  around the town   Morlaix is a dead town on Sunday in the 
Where all was gloomy  and half closed down  rain.

And Chris informed  his elders and betters
Of a giant worm   within his lettuce   Try a heavy Cornish accent to help the rhyming.
 
Thus adding to   our various germs
A phobia for   organic worms.

On to Plumen’ach  a lumpy sail
With Liz bent double  over the rail.

Then motoring to   St. Peter Port
And rafting up   just where we ought

(But not before the  mighty French navy  The autohelm kept us right on course until we 
Had blasted us   for not keeping cavey)  got too close to a French navy patrol boat 
                                                                                                                   which had stopped. Derivation of cavey not clear                                             
        but no doubt means keeping a proper lookout; 
        hence, the 5 whistle.
And guzzling Thai  (too much to share)   We ordered too much food in the Thai restaurant
Near a raucous dame  with fibre optic hair  She had coloured fibre optic lights in her hair. 

And the unforgettable  outline dark   The tide was against us for half the trip from 
Of Sark… and Sark…  and Sark… and Sark…  Guernsey to Jersey.

And a wonderful waking  to blue sky
In St. Helier harbour  home and dry.

But truth to tell   our Melody’s malady
Is not what you need  when away on holiday.

The gutsy girl   it must be said
Would rather have been  home in bed.

The moral is    when in dire straits,
When throat is sore  and head gyrates

Don’t give in   to stress and strife
Just stir it up    in the Wok of Life.

For me, cruising   is a slight misnomer
Suggesting one long  boozy coma.

Those locks and sills  and navigation
Are nothing but   an aggravation.
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Not to mention   various smellies
Heads and feet   and honking wellies

And how to dry stuff  in the rain
And putting wet stuff  on again.

But it was memorable  in its way
So both of us    would like to say

Big Thankyous, Joe  big Thankyous, Mel
Big Thankyous,   Christopher as well

For sharing boat-space  booze and grubbers
And briny seas   with us two lubbers

And for wise words  of gnomic Joe
Which we’ll remember  wheree’er we go

‘We’ve seen a lot of harbours in our time’
(Sorry I can’t make  this lot rhyme)

And from somewhere deep in a sailor’s soul,
‘Only one man can whittle  the same barge pole.’  Liz wanted a profound ending to the poem.

Crew Number Three joined the Rockbird in St. Helier after I had spent four days in the harbour 
having a relaxing time of boat maintenance and enjoying the fine weather. I had sailed with my 
friend John in Canada where he had also done some racing out of Vancouver and Toronto. The 
two of us looked forward to pleasant sailing back to France to pick up some wine then to Guern-
sey and on to Salcombe. The trip to France and back to Guernsey went entirely as planned but we 
hadn’t counted on a front moving in faster than forecast as we set out at 05:30 hrs from the 
Beaucette Marina in Guernsey for Salcombe. The wind was blowing NW 4-5 when we left but 
rose to 6 by midday with gusts to 7. With seas rising to 10-12 ft and John being seasick, I decided 
I should let Brixham Coastguard know that we were en route to Salcombe. We both felt anxious 
when we got no reply to my repeated calls to Brixham. The radio had been working properly the 
day before but as later realised, the transmitter was working but not the receiver. On return home I 
learned from Ian Kilpatick that he had heard Brixham calling Rockbird when he was off Fowey. 
Very cold comfort for us as we bashed our way cross the Channel. 

To make matters work, we had a leaking exhaust hose which let water into the bilge. The electric 
bilge pump could handle the water but sucked air because of the healing of the boat. Then the 
manual bilge pump broke. Nothing to do but let the water build up in the bilge and operate the 
electric pump by hand every 15 minutes. As I went below to plot our position on the chart I began 
to wonder what would happen if I too got seasick. By 17:00 hrs we thankfully made Salcombe. 

After a day’s layover in perfect weather we headed back the next day to Plymouth through a fog. 
No wind again so we motored and watched the radar for other vessels. Most reassuring to see 
boats emerge through the fog as they were predicted. At last home to Weir Quay and the end of 
an exciting voyage. 
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                        WINDSPRAY IN FRANCE AGAIN
By Peter Martin-Kaye

Furious weather caused delay, even keeping me marooned on the  mooring for a night, but, upon some-
thing of a break, a come-at-once message brought First Mate Pat, and we nervously left Millbay Marina 
at 4 pm on 30th May, heading for Paimpol. Wind and tides, to say nothing of the restaurant of  Hotel de 
la Marne, pointed to Paimpol rather than Cherbourg, Guernsey or Camaret, the other contenders. 

There had been no shakedown of course other than a couple of powered sorties downriver. But following 
a fitting-out shift of position of the steaming light I was reasonably confident that we  would at least be 
able to hoist the main.

Crossing the Channel beforehand in a winter’s arm chair can be pleasant enough but the event some-
times turns out not quite  like that, and so it was now. It was both rough and cold; distinctly disagreeable 
in fact during the first ten hours, although easing later. “What am I doing here?” one agonises, grimly 
clinging to the nearest bit of boat. On Windspray this bit is commonly the cabin door which breaks loose 
and  has to be flung into the cabin. And so it also was now. The answer to the question comes when one  
arrives.

I reckoned 27 hours to Paimpol lock, since the previous four such passages had each added up to this 
time. Windspray has needed just 22 hours for the opposite direction but that’s a different matter. Paim-
pol offing from Plymouth should be around 24 hours but it is prudent to allow ample extra for easing 
shorewards through the obligatory Brittany murk in order to find the lock gate just opening. As it was we 
were ahead of time and had  to lurk opposite I. St. Rion for a spell. At LW the Anse de Paimpol is an 
impassable expanse of sand, rock and mud, and any number of stranded boats, with a trivial stream left 
in the middle. 

We headed into Bassin # 1, familiar from Paimpol sea shanty festivals, but retreated to Bassin # 2 when 
ejected, seeking haven alongside the Glenans pontoon. Glenans is the sailing school/charter organisation, 
called after the  S Brittany islands of that name, and operating widely in France. It proved a good choice 
as nobody bothered us, not even for marina dues. Glenans probably only gives elegant boats this wel-
come..

Paimpol is a pleasingly unpretentious place with real people in it. Not like Benodet or Lymington for 
examples. It’s sailing fishing fleet used to go after Icelandic, even Newfoundland cod.  Earlier, corsairs 
lurked here, pouncing on  British ships.  

We headed at once for the Hotel de la Marne. It is one of those excellent Auberges et Logis places which 
combine restaurant with small hotel. The restaurant had never let me down, and again did not. You’ll 
have to ask directions. It’s a 15 minute walk and well worth it. A very recommendable different sort of 
exercise for the daytime is the 7/8 km round-trip ramble to the 800 year Abbaye Beauport to the south. 
Like everywhere else in France this was a stage for pilgrims to Santiago di Compostela. 

The next port, Portrieux, a 4-hour sail from Paimpol, has a big recent marina next door to the old tidal 
harbour, and is adjacent to the small resort of St. Quay. The cliff path between the two places passes by 
the exotic look-out station conspicuous from the sea. From here in the far distance you can just make out 
the giant lighthouse of  the Roches Douvres which stand between Guernsey and the Brittany coast. 
Tucked behind offlying reefs and islets of the Roches de St. Quay  the marina is available in any weather 
and tide state provided you dodge the hazards. It seems not too exacting, although I wouldn’t like doing 
it in thick conditions. I don’t like being at sea anywhere in thick conditions.. But this coast has an addi-
tional merit of having you in it’s lee in southwesterlies, as was the case now, suiting me. Never particu-
larly bold about sailing, I find that I have now completely lost my nerve. It is only Brittany oysters that 
have kept me at it.
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La Bienvenue was the recommended eating place. It was shut but one of the clients of the adjacent bar 
said that he’d help, and unlocked the door. He turned out to be the chef. Such things remind me of the 
time when my wife and I arrived at a small somewhat isolated Auberge et Logis hotel in the Auvergne to 
find the dining room out of action but the proprietress had kindly organised transport to take us else-
where. The lights were switched on as we approached and turned off as we left. There was no other guest 
there. But it was a good meal. The transport turned out to be the local ambulance. France is a wonderful 
country.

For a preliminary on-foot look at our nearby next port of call, Binic,  we took the ‘sentiers des douaniers’ 
cliff track in that direction, not reaching the place owing to a deluge. The creators of  the path which 
goes, on and off, for miles were, of course ‘revenue men’ guarding against imports from the Nation of 
Shopkeepers.  Many parts of this track must, as our own coast path, provide splendid walks. This cer-
tainly did, even in the rain. 

Binic is not a suitable long-distance destination as arrival has to be timed almost exactly. It is a locking-
in place with very limited time for entry:  for about one hour up to HW only, whereupon the lock is 
closed. In fact, sometimes, in certain tide states, the lock doesn’t open at all. The  small pleasant  marina 
is immediately beyond the gate. We ate satisfactorily at La Neptune but have had better. Nevertheless the 
service was very noticeably good - by a comely young lady with a thoughtfully exposed tasteful tattoo on 
an interesting part.

The weather continued unstable so chances had to be taken to get on. The next leg became Binic to St. 
Malo, a pleasing trip despite a start at 4.45 in the morning. It took 9 hours but might have been shortened 
a trifle by a tide-dodging close up to the Cap Frehel coast. A couple of yachts materialising from some-
where else made better progress inshore.  The same thing  was to happen, not for the first time, between 
Start and Plymouth.

St. Malo is the town of the great corsairs, Surcouf, Trouin and others. It would be a tough job to winkle 
them out of there, and the British didn’t succeed. We came in via La Grande Porte – an easy entry for 
people with iron nerves – and put up in the St. Servan marina just beyond the ferry terminal. I have never 
locked in to the Vauban basin which is conveniently alongside St. Malo’s ramparts,  but somehow St. 
Servan seems preferable. St. Malo’s walls themselves are fantastic but the touristified claustrophobic 
town inside quickly palls. In any case St. Servan  has L’Atre restaurant which must not be missed, al-
though faintly off-colour on this occasion. It pays to book.

The Capitanerie had an “Avis de la grand frais” notice displayed. This sounded menacing and turned out 
to be an almighty blast of wind and rain during the night. Surging, even in the marina, led to a fairlead 
being torn off.

In 1695 the English tried to blow a hole in St. Malo’s ramparts with what amounted to a huge floating 
bomb but the effort seems to have been something of a fiasco. During WW2 the bombs came from the air 
and largely demolished the town. Much of what is now seen inside the walls is replica. A minor though 
impressive illustration of the fury of war is preserved in the three shell pitted and scoured semi-buried 
steel turrets of German strongpoints on the flanks of the promontery adjacent to the marina. Some shells 
clearly went in the small embrasures. They are passed during an excellent short scenic stroll that leads 
round this riverain headland to the much-photographed Tour Solidor.

Granville is an easy sail from St. Malo but in this weather you could get trapped in this downwind spot, 
albeit there are many worse places for this to happen. So we headed for Guernsey, a 55 mile journey that 
rounds the dreaded Minquiers. In Scotch Mist  in pre-GPS days I did this route by night as the vital 
marks are then easier to spot. Nowadays we know exactly where we are all the time, more or less. Get-
ting up early again to catch the tides we did it in daylight in fast time, well within the prescribed 11 
hours. But my wet weather jacket, inadvertently left over a chair in the Capitainerie the night before, and 
later frustratingly visible through the locked glass door, had to be left behind.
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It was an uncomfortable trip, cross seas rolling us badly in the Minkies/Guernsey stint, with numbers of 
uncontrolled gybes and resultant problems with the mainsheet traveller. Windspray may be 8 tons but 
that’s nothing to the sea. I had bolted the cabin door hinges so that survived this time. 

Pat’s time was running out and it turned out that neither of the two planned replacement  Mates would 
after all be able to join so the next step must be Cherbourg  unless a good slant of wind offered for Ply-
mouth. It did not, so Cherbourg it was. 

Some reading of Pilot Guides would suggest that HW St. Peter Port is departure time for Cherbourg. 
This is not the case and can add hours to the passage. The time to go is as soon as there is enough water 
to get over the marina sill ie about 2 hrs before HW. Even so, you are likely to be at the tag end of a 
fleet that has prudently chosen to start from the waiting pontoon in the outer harbour.

I don’t know which side of the Alderney Race is best to go. The Alderney side is said to be quieter but 
over by Cap de la Hague is obviously shorter. People using that side generally seem to get on well. But, 
whichever way, and as everybody says, it is vital to be well round the corner before the tide turns. More 
than once I have failed to do this and have paid the price, even being frustratingly set back over the 
ground at Brefort despite brisk following breeze and the engine. Now, in deteriorating conditions, we 
took the middle of the Race. If the GPS is to be believed we touched 13 knots over the ground.

I have been through a number of times, always in reasonable weather, and found the race itself nothing 
to be nervous about. But immediate approaches on the Channel side or even, sometimes, the entry to the 
Little Russel can be more problematic. In these places strong tides meet and lumps of sea can come 
from all directions. Scotch Mist took  short seas over the bows in the Little Russel. This time, coming 
out of the Race, we were given a displeasing ride. The  passage took 7 hours. If I’d got away sooner it 
could have been 6. 

I am fond of Cherbourg. The approach is progressively more sheltered, the entrances wide, the marina 
snug and more or less in the town. Moreover, you can get an excellent meal at very moderate price at 
the Yacht Club. The War Museum in the old fortifications above the town is well worth the walk. 
Amongst other things the town treated me well when I had to be carted off to the Pasteur Institute from 
Scotch Mist, the marina pumping out the boat and charging no dues when I was repatriated by ferry. I 
had to ask Bob Adkinson to get her back. 

The next morning the forecast led to us leaving for Plymouth at 9.30 am. The Meteo was not all that 
good but clearly not going to get better. Last year, by getting the tides right, Windspray did the 
Cherbourg/Plymouth passage in 19 hours. This time it was 26 hours, entrance to entrance, due to head-
ing winds putting us in the second foul tide. We left before maybe the best time - the turn of tide - so I 
kept inshore to use the Cherbourg eddy. One would think that this could bring advantage, but it didn’t 
seem to work that way. It was another uncomfortable trip.

Looking at Alderney whilst being swept by you are crossing the tracks of the E-boats that did such grim 
business at Slapton Sands. Braye was an E-boat nest barely 3 hours from Start. There still is a massive 
multi-storey German ranging and look out place east of Braye, perhaps bigger than Guernsey’s Plein-
mont. Doubtless they watched the boats return from here. On the wall in an upper storey some wag has 
scratched “Next time, you Englisch! Next time!”

The two main snags with this crossing are that it puts you (pace Rules & Regs) in the shipping lanes 
with their anxious moments for a long time, and Start Pt. brings false expectations. When the Channel 
LV light drops and Start comes in view,  it seems that one must practically be home, but the reality is 40 
miles or so short of being the case. This stage with a foul tide can take forever. So it seemed now

We were at the Eastern Entrance at midday 14nth June, holing up by courtesy of Millbay. Pat departed 
after our mackerel lunch. Windspray was back at her mooring the following day, June 15nth. I retired to 
bed, a  wreck. It is clear that I’m getting too old for all this. Once again I’ll give it all up…. next year.
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White Baron Brittany Trip 2002
By John Hoyle

We sailed from Weir Quay on August 1st after a week in which a new gearbox had been collected from 
Falmouth, fitted and tested. Our first problem was the lack of drinking water this was evident when we 

attempted to have a brew on the approach to Saltash. 
Newton Ferrers provided water and a comfortable night. 

After an uneventful crossing we reached Aber Benoit and 
on the Saturday sailed past the Fort, Brest and rounded 
The Raz to Audierne. There was again the apparent con-
stant stream of people walking on the cliffs to what must 
be the most westerly point of France. After ordering a 
consignment of wine in the supermarket we headed for 
Benodet. 

Anchored safely in the Odet River, we removed the gear-
box, checked the centring of the drive, changed the oil 
then cleaned the oily finger marks from the cockpit yet 

again. Shopping in Benodet we indulged in buying 1.5kg of the nicest Langoustines we have found in 
Brittany.

Instead of Le Palais on Ile de Groix we dried out in Loc Maria. Had a great night and walked inland to 
an excellent supermarket. On our return a young lady clad in swimsuit walked out to the boat asking us 
to move! as we were in a place dedicated to sailboards. We left when the water returned to sail to Sau-
zon on Belle Ile. This is one of our favourite anchorages 
and will always be on our visiting list.

Leaving at 0800, we had a fast but cold sail to The Mor-
bihan. The tide was against us as we entered The Morbi-
han, a French boat trying to sail round the Grand 
Mouton was stationary, we motored towards Auray 
where the current was not as strong to anchor between 
islands for lunch. The French boat persisted until the tide 
eased. Last year we found a wine merchant in Le Bono 
up the Auray River, this year we purchased 66 bottles in 
11 boxes. The dingy was low in the water as we returned 
to White Baron anchored in the main river.

One of our aims had been to reach Ile d’Yea and we decided that Le Pouliguen would be a good staging 
post. The pilot book said we could dry out in the approaches and as the conditions were ideal we found 
a good spot just outside the moorings. The ground was hard sand and the banging as we touched, lifted 

off that evening and then grounded again the following 
morning (0600) was dreadful. As we had shopping to 
do, the skipper stayed on board to move out as soon as 
possible. In the confusion of our return from shopping 
and being collected we fouled a mooring. Using a snor-
kel with an extension piece we managed to untangle the 
knitting from the propeller by leaning out of the dinghy. 
We left, vowing never to dry out again on hard sand. 
The only good thing about the stay was to see large 
numbers of Sacred Ibis feeding on the seaweed covered 
rocks not too worried about locals collecting shellfish.14



We next tried Pornic, the northerly wind, which had been with us for some time, had strengthened causing 
problems as we attempted to moor in trots sited very close together. Two failed attempts which only re-
sulted in a very close encounter with a pristine wooden yacht and the loss of a boathook meant that we set 
sail to anchor for the night off Ile de Noirmoutier. 
There were many moorings but plenty of space to 
drop the hook.

We decided to return north and seek out some of 
the rivers we had yet to explore. Our first river 
was La Vilaine. We anchored just below the Ar-
zal Dam and enjoyed an interesting day watching 
boats of all shapes and sizes passing through the 
lock. There are miles of safe water to explore 
above the dam.

From there we ventured into Penerf. There is a 
very interesting entrance but easy under good 
conditions. A delightful river, not very busy and 
we picked up a buoy. Both sides of the river are 
oyster nurseries and there are good walks along the estuary.

We followed a similar route on our way north to last year reaching Aber Benoit to wait suitable weather to 
return. We ventured ashore for the first time in four visits and found the locals very helpful and also some 
interesting walks. We decided to head for the Helford and after early fog departed in strong sunshine. With 
two important marks to go the fog descended, by following a bearing we located the marks and were then 
thankful for radar for about two hours. The sea was flat and wind light and not very helpful. With the help 
of the engine we reached Falmouth Bay about 0530 and found what we initially thought to be yet another 
fishing boat wandering about. There were some greenish lights showing, sometimes two, sometimes three. 
Then the radio came to life. A minesweeper was asking a yacht in Falmouth Bay to give it a wide berth 
which solved the problem and we attempted to comply. We were somewhat reassured when, about an hour 
later and we were well away, he asked another yacht to give him a wide berth. 

You do not really expect a minesweeper to be performing in Falmouth Bay and you are certainly not at 
your most aware after crossing the channel. 

A DUTCH DILEMMA .
Prologue.                  By Graham Hodgson

Boat- frodite a 30 foot Ballad bought in Denmark by Barry Quest with Jerry Dodd as  part shareholder. 
They sailed her back to the UK between the 30th.June and 16th July 2001 with Graham .
Hodgson as crew.  This is his story.

Barry and Jerry subsequently brought her down to her  Tamar mooring over a couple of subsequent week-
ends. 

"Turn hard to starboard………………………………………"

Barry and I go back a long way together .  Even in his early 20s and new to sailing he always seemed calm 
and self possessed and the slight extra edge to his voice as he popped his head out of the companionway 
warned me that he was worried.

Peering as best l could through  rain obliterated spectacles I pushed the tiller across whilst Jerry, the  other 
partner in Afrodite and third crew member on this 'delivery' trip back to the UK , arms whirling like a cath- 15



erine wheel, sheeted in the jib and we plunged off, close hauled and shipping water as we met the building 
waves, into the deepening gloom of a premature dusk .

                                                                 ****************

It had been a good morning.  Ever the romantic I had welcomed the offer of this cruise back to the UK  as 
an unexpected chance to sail in the waters made so familiar by Erskine Childers in his classic spy novel  ' 
Riddle of the Sands'.                                I had not been disappointed.

Carruthers had joined Davies and the converted lifeboat Dulcibella in Flensburg and in enviable descrip-
tive prose that has rarely been bettered Childers describes his shakedown cruise down the fjord .

We had started our cruise from Bogense in the north coast of the Danish island of Fyn, and our shake-
down, which had included a short delay to clear the prop of some rope which had got there due to crew 
inexperience of the Baltic twin stern post, bow too, mooring system, had taken us to Middlefart, Assens 
and then Abenra for some mast repairs, this time unrelated to any inadequacy of the present crew.

The weather had become hot and the winds lessened as we made our way down Abenra Fjord and then 
turned sharply to starboard round the quaintly named Oster Snogbaek and joined the orderly procession of 
boats making their way up and down the narrow Als Sound .

After locking out of Sonderborg our track at last merged with the Dulcibella's.  Davies and Carruthers 
used the blustery winds of autumn to blow them down to Kiel, whilst we, motoring for the most part, an 
option not of course available to Erskin's turn of the century, engineless, gaffer, passed gently out of Dan-
ish and into German territorial waters, and in seas awash with craft often of traditional Baltic design, made 
our way down to Kiel on a summery day in early July made only less than perfect for us by the lack of 
sailable wind.

It was hotter still in the Kiel Canal.   Davies and Carruthers sat in the cabins of the Dulcibella and the gal-
liot Johannes with their friend Bartels, sheltering from autumnal rain and cold as they were towed for two 
days through the newly opened waterway by a steam tug.  It took us the best part of two days as well, but 
it was two days of hot, still, sunshine, motoring under our own power between banks now lined with ma-
ture trees and vegetation more reminiscent of the Als Sound than a wide ship canal barely a century old.

One place that the two fictional adventurers could not have stayed in Kiel was the British Services Sailing 
Club where we had overnighted.  To retain some veracity of comparison however we had collected a 
'secret package' from the office there, in our case a replacement radio that the manufacturers had arranged 
to be sent ahead for us to collect. At least we could now get weather forecasts again.

Like Carruthers I was struck by the change as we left the canal at Brunsbuttel. Gone was the island strewn 
cosiness if the sheltered and virtually tideless Baltic.  Suddenly we were thrust into a greyer and sharper 
world of strong west winds and flying salt spray and wide hard skies.  A sharp short sea and brisk west 
wind with enough northerly chill in it to send us running for waterproofs and welcome the exercise of set-
ting sail.      All traces of the sloth induced by the soporific canal now gone, we beat our way down the 
Elbe estuary with the ebb.  It was not to last.  With the Elbe light abeam and the drying 
banks of the Sharhorn Riff snaking somewhat alarmingly towards us as we approached low water, the 
wind dropped away, and we ate our supper as the sun set, and made ready for the night. It had all seemed 
so familiar.   Like coming home.   Childers had described it all better than any pilot or almanac.   The en-
trance into the Elbe,  the long sea wall,  the sand banks!

What neither the real man himself nor his fictional characters had to cope with was shipping lanes.
I felt a real pressure that night, steering a course between the sand banks on the one hand and the edge of 
the shipping lanes on the other.   The dire warnings in the almanac of the consequences of straying too 
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close to either.may not have helped.   What would it have been like in bad weather?   As it was it was 
calm and clear as we motored from mark to mark, but still I was glad to be relieved and go to my bunk.   I 
like a bit more freedom of movement than is afforded by this inshore traffic zone, mile after mile.

I admired Barry's careful and precise plotting.       He almost seemed to be enjoying picking his way 
amongst the shoals and buoys.

Dawn found me on watch again.    We had made good progress.    I had made little noises that perhaps we 
might have a look in to Norderney ( my secret agenda! ) but understandably Barry wanted to press on 
while he could.

A really good sailing breeze had sprung up by the time Gerry later joined me.    Coming from the west 
this had meant that I had a good sailing excuse to beat in close to the north coast of Norderney.     It was a 
good morning.  The north eastern aspect of the island might be the same as it had been in 1904, and it was 
only two or three tacks later when I had been relieved again and we closed the western corner where the 
harbour is, that I could see that the town that had held the Frisian home of the enigmatic and slightly un-
satisfactory Clara and location of the fateful dinner party and final abduction now had high rise holiday 
flats that certainly would not have been there at the turn of the century. 

By afternoon the wind, still from ahead , was getting more than was comfortable to handle. The forecast 
now came up with a force 6.  The lowering clouds were driving towards us and the spume flying astern. It 
was not a nice prospect for a second night and I felt that this could only be the beginning.  

A conference. A decision. Not easy. To turn and run back to Norderney would have been easy but with 
nowhere to go from there but back again, dispiriting. To go on very uncomfortable and with our small 
crew potentially dangerous as we were already beginning to feel the strain. To beat on to clear Borkum 
and then turn and run up the R.Ems to Delfzijl or if we were going to do the right thing and clear Ger-
many officially, Emden itself.  In either case it meant running up the long river in the dark and arriving in 
the early hours. But once there we would have access to the Dutch inland waterways and progress what-
ever the weather. We decided to go for it.

We dismissed Borkum as the almanac said it was dangerous in strong south westerlies. 

Barry went below to do the clever bit on the chart, and the long beat went on as afternoon turned to an 
early dusk. The tide was turning against us!
                                                             
                                                            ******************

Off the north west of Borkum lies the Hohes Riff.  It is a bank that extends more than five miles out from 
solid land and acts as a barrier to the Westereems or main shipping channel up to the large port of Emden. 
About two miles out there seems to be a channel even at low water springs.  We were cold and wet and it 
was raining, heavily in the squalls that were getting more frequent. It was getting dark and we had been 
beating all day. If we could get through it we would save ourselves at least an hour, maybe two.

Barry decided to try it. We bore away and broad reached for it. In the cockpit we had not idea of the quiet 
drama going on below as Barry plotted and checked position and depth. The tide was now falling.

                                                              ******************
Alone in the cockpit of the Dulcibella  Davies strains his eyes through the driving rain and spume. The 
dastardly Dollman has sent him to almost certain doom on the Hohenhorn Bank. Ahead was a solid  
line of white breakers. 

' I was half blinded by scud, but suddenly I noticed what looked like a gap , behind a spit which curled 
out right ahead. I luffed still more to clear this spit, but she couldn't weather it. Before you could say knife 17



she was driving across it, bumped heavily, bucked forward again, and - ripped on in deeper 
water!……..finally we went crash on to something and stopped there, grinding and banging.'

So ended his first attempt at a short cut into the Elbe estuary and Cuxhaven

                                                                **************

"Turn hard to starboard……..and turn on the engine. Maximum revs…….She's shoaling fast!"

Fortunately we could just make the course that would take us out and round the mark that would get us 
safely out into the Westereems a good bit later and a good bit further seaward down the channel.

I think the moment we bore away again round that first fairway buoy was one of the best I have had afloat, 
thanks to the wonders of  G.P.S , echo sounders  and engines, as well as charts and navigators of course.

Flushed with his success and adrenaline Barry tried to call up the harbourmaster at Borkum.         By a 
stroke of luck that we only fully appreciated later when we found what little time he spent in his office at 
any time let alone nine o'clock at night,…. he answered ,…….. and was casually dismissive of any prob-
lems in getting into his dock.  The yacht marina next door, yes, that was a problem, but not his nice large 
almost empty ex  Imperial Naval Dock built for battlecruisers by the Kaiser . Not that he said exactly that 
but that is what it proved to be, and I am sure that is what he was thinking. But he did tell us not to try the 
Marina!
                                                                  ***************

Tuesday 10th  July , after a day spent in Borkum as the wind got up to gale force, and in a short spell before 
the next forecast low came sweeping across , we had a splendid morning sail up the R. Ems before locking 
into the Dutch canal system at Delfzijl. 

On his trip out and before he met up with Carruthers , Davies had spent some time in the Dutch waterways 
and although we both left them from Amsterdam and Ijmuiden, he had come up to there from the Schelde 
estuary, whilst we were to come down from the north east, so our paths only crossed again.  He professed 
not to like Holland saying it was infested by small boys with nothing better to do than throw stones at for-
eign yachts. He compares it unfavourably with Germany, but I do find myself wondering whether this was 
a piece of political correctness on Childer's part to offset the fact that he was pointing up Germany as a po-
tential enemy, and making something of a fool of the Kaiser who not only was the then English Monarch's 
nephew but was ruling a country with whom we had never been at war. ( Technically we had been at war 
with Prussia in the 18th.century but certainly not since Germany had been a unified state).  Put in this light 
some of the unlikely dialogue Childers puts in to Davies' mouth about Germany and her king can be under-
stood and excused.

The inland waterways of Holland were a delight for me. Whether the congestion of traditional Dutch ves-
sels, many of the bigger ones driven in to the waterways like ourselves to escape the gales that were now 
blowing in the North Sea and Eastern Channel , added to Barry and Jerry's enjoyment is another matter, 
especially after a mild altercation with a very large barge at a very small, congested and windy lifting 
bridge. Despite winds gusting to a recorded 56 knots we were pretty safe and making progress with lots to 
do and see.  For myself I was sorry to leave the highly idiosyncratic marina in Amsterdam and motor out 
into the sea again 5 days later when the weather had calmed and warm sunny weather had returned 

We popped into Ostend, another place Davies had no time for, to bunker and drop Jerry off so he could get 
back to work, then Barry and I motored steadily on in calm sunny weather which was so good that we de-
cided at the last minute to skip a visit to Calais and turned right and motored straight across the Channel 
that same evening entering the marina at Dover after dark Monday 16th.July .
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Epilogue

A few weeks later going ashore from Diva Sue and I fell in with some friends. Over supper in the yacht 
club their crew asked what other trips we had done this summer. When I mentioned our trip from the Bal-
tic the conversation went something like this.

Him.  'Ah Dulcibella country. Never been there. Always wanted to go. Nearly went last year but it fell 
through.'  

Me.   'That's sad. How did it happen.'

Him.  'Well l had a Dulcibella myself.  Built in 1904. Exactly the right era. 5 ton gaffer.  Just like the one 
in the book.   Sold it to a German history professor a couple of years ago.          We had arranged 
for me to go across and we would try and  retrace the course the fictional Dulcibella had taken but 
then he wrote two months before we were meant to go saying that he had run her aground off 
Gravelines and that she had  had to be broken up as a hazard to navigation.'

Me.    ' Now that is really sad.     But it is strange that he would want to do that.      I mean (shrug) the 
content and all that.'

Him.  ' Oh the interest in the book over there is just as great as it is here, or at least he seemed to think so.               
It was why he bought my boat from me in the first place!'

Clever Erskin Childers!

CYLESTA to the Scillies?
By Ian Kilpatrick

Friday the 10th May dawned and the forecast for the extreme West of England was not good. Saturday 
dawned and it was worse! I foresaw a quick run down the Tamar and ending in the R. Yealm. My crew 
and I set off for the West with the engine pushing us along at about 5kn. The vis was poor – all of 200m 
at times and the rain came down in vertical stair rods. After 
we had left Plymouth Sound. Fortunately I had re-proofed the 
spray hood the day before and so we were dry down below.

By 14.00hrs we had managed to reach a position off Looe but 
well out to sea – the weather relented and the vis improved 
until the frigate manoeuvring inside Dodman point became 
visible and the sun came out. Within half an hour I had the 
main  and jib set and we were enjoying a fantastic sail in f4 – 
5 NW. Helford river entrance appeared silhouetted against the 
sun and we tramped across Falmouth Bay in grand style. By 
18.00 we were anchored in Durgan and with the wind dying 
as we arrived, we spent a calm evening with a beautiful sunset 
anchored just short of the Eel Grass marking buoys. There is an area close inshore in Durgan Bay 

(Helford Estuary) that has a rare species of aquatic seaweed called 
eel grass and buoys have been placed to keep people from anchor-
ing on the area.

Sunday dawned clear and still and so after breakfast we took the 
dinghy ashore and walked up to Glendurgan, a National Trust Prop-
erty, which by that frequently applied law was closed on Sundays! 
However this made us determined to walk 300m further down the 
road and visit a garden which I gather is superior at Trebath. It is a 
garden affiliated to the RHS. Simply stunning as the azaleas, rhodo-
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dendrons and bog plants were truly a riot of colour. The almost secret garden is a miniature Helegan and 
easily one of the best I have visited. OAP’s £4!!

We returned to the boat at mid-day and after a snack lunch 
sailed in the now freshening breeze from the South out of 
the Helford and round about until we decided that with a 
new front coming up from the SW a night on a visitors 
mooring would be more secure than at anchor. A nice 
shower and meal in the Helford River Y.C. and back in the 
windswept rain soaked night. In Helford proper the pick-
ups are chain and there is therefore some rumbling in fresh 
wind over tide conditions.

Monday! Wind howling from the West and a quite appall-
ing noise down below. Called Falmouth C.G. at 09.00 and 
asked for an inshore forecast. 5 – 7! “At the moment, Sir, 

it’s gusting 50kn here!” Reading and listening to the radio seemed the order of the day BUT at 11.00 we 
needed some milk and bread and dinghied to the little shop. On the way Darrell said “ I think the wind has 
dropped”. A quick dash to re supply and back to Cylesta. We hoisted the main with two reefs and 6 rolls in 
the jib and we were off to Falmouth. This proved to be a bit of a white knuckle ride with the wind right aft 
but jybing near St Anthony’s Head we screamed up Carrick Roads with the wind on the port quarter.

We sailed right up to within a mile of Malpas and then 
motored to pick up a mooring. We filled the water tank 
(50p) at the little jetty and that evening went for a walk 
about a mile and a half along the shore line to the East 
to visit a charming old Church St Clements. The wind 
howled but the mooring was calm.

dawned bright with skudding clouds, heavy showers 
and howling wind from the west. We delayed our de-
parture until 11.00 as the forecast was for the wind to 
moderate and so under motor we set off. An hour later 
saw us butting into a f6 Westerly across Carrick Roads 
under engine and the spray was coming over the spray 
hood. As we approached Falmouth we discussed the 
possibility of spending the night at a Marina but de-
cided to try our luck on a passage to Fowey. The wind would be astern and with the No2 jib and no main 
we thought it was on. Setting the  jib half way across the Roads we bore away and shot out past St 
Anthony’s Head at 6.1kns. The ride to Fowey was exciting but felt perfectly safe as we surfed down some 
of the bigger waves we touched 8.9kn. (I swear that one ride was 11.2kn but Darrell did not see it so I have 
to be content with the one we both saw).  provided one did not look behind too often, it was exhilarating. 
We rounded Dodman Point but by then the wind had gone round more Southerly and we entered Fowey at 
18.00. Tied alongside the ‘Gridiron’ pontoon and went ashore for a meal. 

After a quiet night we set off with full main and No 2 jib for home and after motor sailing for 16 miles or 
so, picked up our mooring at Weir Quay in the Tamar. 130 nm and 13 hours motoring. Since then the 
weather has got worst!

WINDSPRAY again, again by Peter Martin-Kaye

Windspray, up for sale, her owners at last admitting that they are too decrepit, I decided to have one last trip 
across to France for a meal at Hotel Styvel, and to sample a few dozen Britanny oysters. Gordon had gone 
to Canada, and I needed crew so where were all those people begging to get aboard? I couldn’t find them. 
There was nothing for it but to go by myself.
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I’ve done  solo pottering, down to Torpoint, even to the Sound, up the Lynher, and so on. Moreover, I’d 
brought Scotch Mist from Weymouth on the inside of both Portland and Start races, but crossing the mighty 
ocean - er, well, the Channel – had to be something else. But so what? A hundred and twenty years ago 
McMullen was single handing his massive Le Havre Pilot Cutter up and down the Channel. And what about 
Slocum and his alarm clock? Alain Gerbault took Firecrest, not all that bigger than Windspray, across the 
Atlantic in 1923.  When he wasn’t repairing rotten sails and grappling with leaks he took dips over the side 
whilst the boat sailed itself. Nowadays people go round the world single-handed all the time, even the wrong 
way, rescuing others whilst they are about it. Crossing the Channel  couldn’t be all that much.  To be frank, 
I’d long rather hankered at doing it and was furtively pleased when all the  potential crew members cried off.

So the dark of 5.30 am of 21st September 2002 saw a near 82-year old with two replacement knees, a 
pacemaker, and any number of conditions, taking Windspray out of Millbay Marina. The faint airs from the 
east decided that the direction would be for  Brest, or thereabouts. I don’t believe in sailing uphill.  Any west 
in the wind would have sent me to Paimpol, St. Peter Port or maybe Cherbourg. 

At 8.45 the boat was off the Eddystone, the sun having got up cheerfully, bowling along handsomely under 
prudently single-reefed main, No 1. jib, and throttled down engine. I didn’t intend to make things difficult. By 
17.15 the GPS said that we were at N49 30.270  W4 24.921, wherever that is, and I snugged down for the 
night, by dropping the jib. The ETA for Le Four was 5.30 am, to carry the tide through the Chenal, with 
daylight to do it. This meant keeping up 4 to 5 knots.

What to do about sleep?  I’d bought a kitchen timer to deal with this problem. By setting it to go off in 5 
minutes I could relax in the cockpit, helped by a brandy and Coca Cola, letting the Autohelm steer. When the 
alarm buzzed the dark  horizon was given a scan, and the timer set again. This system worked fine.

Inadequate attention to progress and mucking about in the shipping lanes led to being behind time at the 
Portsall buoy. It was 7.40 before Le Four heaved into dubious view through the conventional Brittany murk. 
My notes said that it was all right to be here up to two hours late, and so it turned out. The old friends, the 
familiar marks of Les Plaitresses, La Valbelle, La Grande Vinotiere, Tournant et Lochrist, and Les Vieux 
Moines arrived promptly and welcomely one after the other. Pte Ste Matthieu was rounded at 11 am, still 
carrying the tide, and without any heated shot arriving from the batteries.

The destination had become Camaret, where the restaurant of Hotel Styvel beckoned. En route there is the 
interestingly-named navigational buoy Swansea Vale. (What a miserable lot we British are! We wouldn’t 
dream of naming any of our buoys Charles de Gaulle or anything like that). I have made a couple of 
unsuccessful attempts at finding out how it got this title. Maybe there was a wreck here. From the Vale to 
Camaret is just a minor step. I settled back in the cockpit, with the Autohelm steering, to enjoy the sunshine, 
another brandy, the scenery, and the satisfaction of achievement. Something woke me up before we got 
anywhere near trouble. I had to laugh with glee at it all. We were moored alongside a pontoon at about 2 pm, 
a voyage  of 32.5 hours.      

A couple of days later I moved round to Morgat, my first time at this place, it being a trifle out of the way. It’s 
a thoroughly recommendable small easy-going spot with a very suitable slightly seedy bar handily just down 
the road. The unmistakable strains of Sidney Bechet  lured me in.

In getting to Morgat I went first through the Chenal du Toulinguet. There seems not a lot to this but according 
to Robson (French Pilot Vol 2) the enterprise dazzles crew, if you have one. But then, to cap that, I did the 
local party trick of sailing straight on through the eye of needle gap in the Tas du Pois!  The Tas is a string of 
precipitous mini-mountain islets sticking out of from Pte de Pen Hir not far beyond the Pte du Toulinguet 
(again, what good names the French do give things!). This gap, between the Grand Tas and Le Dentele is 100 
m. wide and feels narrower. Half way through is a bad time to start wondering whether it is passable at all 
states.
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After that the Raz was chicken feed. Emboldened, on the way there, I thought it time to shake out the reef but 
found that it wouldn’t shake. Both pennant and downhaul jammed and had to be cut. Fed up by all that I turned 
into Ste Yvette, my displeasure abating by picking up a buoy without turning a hair, then watching the antics 
of a couple of crew-ridden boats making botches of it. The buoys there are those things where you have to 
thread a rope through an eye, virtually out of reach, using only one hand. 

Concarneau was the furthest, not-very-distant port. Rounding Pen Marc’h one feels that one should be 
practically arriving but in the same fashion as Start to Plymouth there is still quite a long drag. I was glad to 
get in as the wind was piping up. Boats going the other way were having a stiff time. It was a game getting the 
main down outside the entry.

Vic, my long time crew stalwart had said that he could be available. Brest would be the best spot for that, so 
after a couple of days in Concarneau I set off back in that direction, stopping again at Ste Yvette before 
tackling the Raz. The slack water times for the Race were not good, putting an arrival in Camaret after dark 
in prospect. Since it would be wind and tide together I decided to go through about 90 minutes early. There 
was no problem, although seas on approach to the narrows showed that this could easily get to be an 
unpleasant place. 

I was in Camaret in plenty of time, not through the Tas this time, but via the Pit Leac’h Channel. I went out 
round La Parquette last year, and sneered as I saw it in the distance.

My portable radio had internal loose-contact problems almost since new. I guess that it didn’t like being flung 
about the cabin. I tried a repair but having rendered it completely silent, thereupon planned a ceremonial 
consignment to the waves. However at 4 am I awoke and gave it another go, fixing the thing so that it now 
works better than it has for years. It straightway rewarded me with a shipping forecast of light southerlies. 
These urged immediate return across the Channel. There was no telling when the next breezes fair for 
Plymouth might turn up.

I was three hours late for the southern entry of the Chenal du Four and seriously feared not getting through it 
before the turn of tide but nevertheless did. I was homeward bound, feeling guilty about Vic. 

But I wasn’t home yet. In the blackness of 3.30 am I had just put more fuel in the tank from a can when I said 
to myself  “Hello! What’s the main doing out there?” It was right off against the shrouds. The mainsheet must 
have run out and be about to entangle round the prop. But a flashlight showed that the sheet was still with me, 
and still attached via the boom-end fitment to the topping lift. The nightmare scenario was that the fitment was 
no longer attached to the boom!  In the middle of the night, in the middle of the Channel! With the boom 
suspended by the main, would the sail come down? 

I felt oddly cheerful. Ah well!  It could have happened in the middle of the Raz.  For once I donned life jacket 
and safety harness and managed to lasso the boom at first shot as it came across, and without being yanked 
into the mighty ocean. This was about 50% of the problem solved comparatively easily at one go. Lashing the 
topping lift back was not as readily achieved as nothing would stay still. But eventually it was done, and I 
forthwith took down the sail, continuing under engine and No 1 Jib. Unfortunately there was no Courvoisier 
left by this time so I had to make do with Coca Cola instead. Things hadn’t become so desperate as to resort 
to Gordon’s stock of Spanish gin.

Excitement wasn’t yet finished by a long way. The wind dropped away and a fog bank rolled enveloped us, 
the thing I most fear. Fortunately it lifted with dawn, and then, by recompense, I was most happily entertained 
by about a dozen dolphins, frolicking around for 15 minutes or so. These suddenly disappeared and I turned 
just to glimpse a massive black object disappearing under the bows. Shortly afterwards three of the largest 
marine creatures I’ve ever seen gave a display of diving and gambolling maybe 100 yards from he boat then 
being left astern. They were  about as long as the boat, making them about 30 ft. They were playing like 
dolphins and porpoises but were much too large. When they raised their tails prior to diving, it was clear what 
they were. Whales! This was about 25 miles short of the Eddystone. I tied up in Millbay Marina, 31 hours after 
leaving  Camaret. Now I can hang up the anchor. Maybe!
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